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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]
•

B
C

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number
available.
Conference Call: 1-860-970-0300
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #
Skype:
BBSradio2

picks up whichever line is
87 87 87#
23 23 23 #
13 72 9#

D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9: 00 – 11:00 pm EST

C

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

Wednesdays:

2016-05-13

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 980339 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need only $ 534 for this week!!!
Much gratitude for gifts!! Many, many
thanks to all who pay it forward. Thanks to new donors – makes it easier for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• A check / money order means all you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
AN OPTION ON HOME PAGE: A BUTTON TO SET UP A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

T & R: • Needing help with food and gas and some bills
• Pray for your own abundance, for that of loved ones and also for T & R.
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: 2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food

It's in our store here. That way it's designated for the food. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
I'll put the link on their page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
Fresh Produce Donation for Tara&Rama
Your donation here sets up an account for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms Community
Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico. This will make available a weekly supply of
fresh produce raised with organic and sustainable methods.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
produce to Tara and Rama.They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:
• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
or by e-mail:
MR:

2016-05-13

koran999@comcast.net
Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

317-773-0061
stargatemarietta@gmail.com

• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
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Introductory Notes:
• the Gofundme for Rama's operation is doing well: https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery
• please keep the donations coming & send them to his paypal a/c with a memo • $8,900 is the amount today; a/c can now be accessed by them
•

CUSTOMER SERVICE # 1- 888-710-8061 For use in case you cannot hear: DON'T WAIT: CALL!!

• CONFERENCE CALL: 9 – 10 PM, EST: 1 –

641-715-3650

PIN#: 353 863#

• 716-748-0044 - use this number to hear the call very clearly: Link is courtesy BBS!
• Link for the entire program:http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-may-13-2016

HARD NEWS
T: Energy has been moving fast and faster
• Dr Greer was interviewed this morning for almost 2 hours – will be heard tomorrow
• Dilma Rousseff has been forced to step down for 6 months of interrogation and

investigation: she said there was no corruption; it's a coup d'etat!

“Dilma Vana Rousseff (Brazilian Portuguese: [ˈdʒiwmɐ ˈvɐnɐ ʁuˈsɛf(i)]; born 14 December
1947) is a Brazilian economist and politician who is currently the 36th President of Brazil, and
the first woman to hold that office.[1] She was previously the Chief of Staff of the President
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva from 2005 to 2010.[2] Following the starting of her impeachment
procedures on 12 May 2016 she has been suspended from office, with her presidential powers
and duties removed until her Senate trial ends, but she retains the title, official residence
and staff.[3]”
[from Wikipedia]

R: It's the 13 families who want to take down North and South Amexum. Paul Singer, the
vulture capitalist, is there in South America and one of the 13 family members – the
larger story from today is that
• El Chapo is singing like a canary: the biggest drug cartel/runner of all in Mexico!
• The Bushes and the Clintons in the middle of it – goes back to Bill, Hillary &
Arkansas!
• Bill and Hillary stole $50 MILLION from the Keating Savings and loans scandal
& used the money to run for the 2nd term
• in 1995 Sherman Skolneck, the judge buster, exposed the story and they killed
him in 2000
• he pretty much spear-headed Jails for Judges; went after the crime of the
Bushes/Clintons
• when all of this comes out about El Chapo – such a large story!
• Things are moving fast to rein in the darkness; also the Light – Nibiru is coming in
strongly; earth's magnetic field is collapsing – will not cause catastrophic events!
• The Light is balancing this and this makes it harder for those not of the light!
Refugees
• 900 refugees rescued from the Mediterranean Sea – came from Egypt
• Refugees has now shifted from using Turkey to Greece route to coming from Egypt to Italy
– there were many many unaccompanied minors on the ship and they were saved; yet the
situation for refugees not safe – they are not guaranteed to live!
Sam Seder:
• about the stories R has been talking about: about the Arc of Gabriel and the 9 Arcs which
are ancient sidereal technology which can be used
for either dark or light
• this one was found near to the Kabba Stone and transferred to Antarctica
•the Sacha Faal website whatdoesitmean.com IS DISINFORMATION
2016-05-13
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• Sam says Nibiru is coming into play here; there is a youtube: astronomer is saying the physics of

Nibiru, a brown dwarf, being here and it is affecting the Pacifice Rim of Fire and our energies
and the 13 families are having conniption fits
• it is all about raising the frequencies to 12D and higher as Mother comes to collect her
children
• Lord Zoroaster's cryogenic chamber was found in Iran; he is being slowly brought back to
life after having been in stasis for 10 – 15,000 years; he and others are being revived
by the automatic life systems within the chambers; as they revive, they go back to
their alactic activities they tie in with Mother the Nibiruan forces, Lord Michael and the
legions of light
• At the same moment, Mr Hair is trying to defend himself – a story out that he faked the interview
– he interviewed himself and did fake voices etc – he is saying he did not do it!
RanaMu, #15 of the Wingmakers: all that is going on is to get the “anointed” one in our faces
• Mr Bernie is the 5th element – and the catalyst; we are part of that 5th element when we
use it
• last week, 25,000 people in Sacramento, CA –AND THERE WAS NOT WORD OF IT someone sent a story to R by e-mail – Bernie is the answer here!
• Yoko Ono was a good friend of Michael Ratner – she is still here; Michael is not and
he can choose to come back if he so chooses, as his leaving happened after 9/11 and
everyone gets to choose to come back if they so wish.
Ring of Fire: for Bernie to win, EVERYONE MUST GET INVOLVED! IT IS UP TO US!!!
• There is all kinds of rigging going on and people are aware of it:
• T expects intervention of the highest order, and R agrees – NOT JUST A
PROBABILITY - these ones are getting it done, but T & R don't know how it will unfold
• Michael Moore's latest doc: can see MM's latest doc Where to Invade Next? on blue Ray
• Robert Morrow is now the chair-elect of the Republican Party in Austin, TX – and Rachel played a

clip of him saying this:
• that Lyndon Johnson murdered JFK Sr; and Barry Seal in 1986
• Hillary and all at Waco TX – he is wearing a jester's hat
• on his Twitter a/c: jeb murdered ??
Jeb and Neil Bush murdered Bob Marley
• Someone wrote a book” Bill and Hillary's war on women
• Kathleen Willey – her husband was killed in their back yard
Audio: CONVERSATIONS WITH GREAT MINDS: Pamela Haag PhD, THE GUNNING OF

AMERICA: Business and the Making of American Gun Culture
• How the US got into guns – every country on earth is doing business with US arms dealers!
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CONFERENCE CALL
Rainbird: got some bee balm from the forest to plant – has a beautiful flower
T: lots of bees lost this year
RB: Neighbour lost quite a few hives
T: 450 billion bees died in the US alone in 2015; 400 B the year before
Ross: killing bees is about killing the food supply!
T: yes, and they are on their way out – send love!
Ro: will they be out before the nomination or the election – an approximation?
T: what she thinks about is how we can participate in changing the energy in the moment, not
about the timing
Ro: about the Lemurian Plug: plug it in the wall and it raises the vibration of the entire house – it
piggybacks on the electricity in your house
• Your phone can be put on top of someone else's
• Takes 3-4 minutes to charge a cell phone
Ro: if you put GMO foods – over a short peiriod of time will make the food organic
• will post the link on 2013 Roundtable
• it's a lot cheaper than the gem sphere
T: it's not as strong as the Keshe technology
Ro: The Keshe technology is also expensive unless you build it
• the hollow earth has a lot of info on the Lemurian Plug; found his on the Hollow Earth
T: Bill Maher – Michael Moore, Jeremy Scahill and ?? grams got his N blessings
• Bob Hunter – who is he?
• Katty Kay is a big time conservative; from England reporting for BBC
• Bill Maher usually knocks it out of the park at the end of the show when he sums it all up
• Rachel Maddow's interview with Bernie Sanders was pretty awesome
Lyn: the Ralph Nader program – breakingthroughpower.org – an upcoming event
• May 23 – 26 – Breaking Through Power – in DC:all kinds of progressive groups to be there
• Rael.org movement: a woman who recently got a PhD
• DrLana.com – a youtube – very exciting: looking for a landing site for ambassador ET s
• rael.org

T: Dr Greer got interviewed on American Freedom Radio.com – 2 hours
• will play it tomorrow and post it on 2013
• We are responsible now for bringing in Divine gov't
• We know that Rachel Maddow is a White Knight; got 2 PhDs while in prison – set her up to be a

cocaine distributor; it was about shutting her up because of her out-spoken radio show;
• Keith Olberman got her on MSNBC
• A second item on Rachel's show – the one on the latest research: Mr Trump rates lower than lice!
Lyn: John Oliver's interviews on Trump – look on Youtube – important to share.
T: describes what happened to David Cameron who was talking to the queen and didn't know there
was an open mike: talking about the corruption conference being held,
Tomorrow: Pirate TV “war against the people” - ? Alper from Olympia WA
• a leading figure in the Israeli Committee against house demolition
• This program widens the view as to why the galactics are here in the first place
Reading: from Ring of Fire on Monday Night, May 9 – transcribed what was said by Mr Cousins:
2016-05-13
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• an insightful analysis: Sarah Palin is being used by Trump and does not mind: likes the money!
T: does not see that something will proceed as if nothing else were not in the mix [which is Bernie]
• July 25 is the Day Out Of Time, July 26
• On Aug 18, we enter 2018 = 11 year – that is mastery!
• The Republican base think Sarah is great!
• HRC believes she is the presumptive nominee and her supporters say she is
• #stealthemath – this site began last weekend; as you look at the numbers, Bernie
has a real shot at getting the nomination – he trails HRC by 360-370 delegates
• the rest of the races are proportional – yet if he gets each of the races by 67% he
can take them
T: what Bernie will do is go for a contested nomination
• Thom Hartmann agrees BS cannot run as an independent
• there are some trump cards in this situation!!!
From Ring of Fire: • The Hillary camp is lying about the numbers
• there are lies about what she has done
• Hillary is not progressive on climate change – fighting this cannot
be done incrementally
• the Obama administration moves have been orchestrated by HRC

BBS Radio
Mother Sekment / Alcyone [M/A]
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of
the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame.
Greetings, Children of RA!
• Indeed something is in the air: it is called Freedom's Holy flame. Everything we are watching,
experiencing, is the return of the Guardians of the Galaxy. This is the time they all return
with all of us and it is a joint operation; even though it may look like we are fending for
ourselves, it is all of us doing this together.
• The stories about her wayward children are just that: they are wayward!
• To put it in the words of many of the galactic command: the days of Kali Yuga are very
much in the sunset, the twilight of these so-called gods, has come.
• They are not gods; they have extra strands of DNA that have been activated, yet they have
used them for mal-intent, on the wrong side of the force. Therefore they have forfeited their
life force: it is that simple.
• She calls it as it is, as one of the four Muskateers – Maitraya, Michael, Metatron, herself
• The jury has decided.
• As the energies increase in magnitude and frequency, the anomolies of the Magical Mystery Tour

we are on will get more magical, and we will see each other popping up and in between the
stories.
• And it is only about this story that has been said: now they come to the divine moment
here: that, yes, we are in the Age of the 6th Sun, the return of lord Sanaka Kumara with all
of the sisterhoods and brotherhoods to share in the wisdom of the ages.
• It is in this moment now: they have such joy for all of us; our very cellular, molecular
structure is dancing even though we may feel we are in the depths of Mordor with what we
have witnessed. It is part of the overall picture of moving from chaos into Divine balance.

• As things level out here and get more balanced, as Carl Boudreau and most of the astrology have

said: it is balancing itself out, yet the chaos of the illusions still has such hyperbole - the BS
that has been shovelled into our faces so much . . .
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T: ?? Cousins called it arrogrance – about the one who presumes she is the nominee . . .
M/A: has a better description: masochistic fascist pigs shall be eliminated from this universe – they
are not necessarily allergic to pork, yet it has to go now – not in the best interests of the
planet and her people.
• Yes, her battle star is here: Nibiru – it is about her return with all of her forces – IT IS NOT
ABOUT EXTINCTION; it's about setting the record straight.
• When she came the last time around, they said she caused such destruction to the
planet and her people, yet she will fill in the blanks of our memory circuits that have
some missing screws!
• It was not about her as an invasion fleet: it was about bringing the remnants of the 144,000 x

10
hundred thousand x ten hundred thousand into a place like Merk and the Lady of the Sun
brought the Telosonian plates of the Sacred Law of the One to the planet
• now it is full circle return; they come with all the masters and sisters, brothers and even
and Master Yoda comes to share the wisdom about how we are the ones who do it in this
moment with peace and with love – not with the iron fist, but with the open hand.
• Divine compassion – yet she will take care of what needs to be taken care of in the context
of her children; le't say, it is her business!
• Monsanto is one of them that is not long for this world and all who play with Monsanto

• Did we know that in the last week, Anonymous took 9 central banks off line – on You tube: 4

minutes was the time involved. It is that the banksters along with her wayward children who
are all – it is in this moment, as she keeps saying - she has returned with the Nibiru; Lord
Michael is here with [his star ship] The New Bethlehem
T: rather exciting – all kinds of whistleblowers who have teamed up – let the orchestration begin
M/A: it is only about peace and love, and the joy of in this moment now – everything that we asked
for is coming into fruition; already on the table • not about gradual full disclosure; this is a full story of how they come into the picture to
ground us into physicality where we go from the stone age to George Jetson in a nano
second
• And even Mr Karzi in Afghanistan will have to deal with his crimes: the opium trade and the
issues that, to this day we still have brave men and women – US soldiers – who are junkies
and she puts the blame where it lies – a malfunctioning VA –
• and why do this country and other countries have standing armies in a so-called time of
peace? Fallacies and illusions when you have volunteer, standing armies that are idle and
figuring out what kind of BS to play with next.
• It is about the Old World Order and the ancient stories of conquest and control.
• They never stop learning about the wisdom of the force, yet when greed, avarice - the
wisdom tinged with a hint of gold dust comes in, and you want to know what's in Pandora’s
box: just know that Pandora will eat you whole! That is the nature of the story!
• It is about this magical moment we are in when, in the twinkling of an eye, w e, the Guardians of the

Galaxy, have returned - and that means everyone within listening distance, no matter where
we are on the planet – or in orbit for that matter: frequenices, sound, colour vibration it all
interchangeably it all gets the message across –
• now is the time: as we want peace, vote for Bernie; as we want war, vote for Hillary,it's
that simple.
• At the same time, everything in this moment now – one will be left standing and it won't be
Mr Hair. That is a bad joke! These ancient stories about archonic energy, demons, Lords of
Chaos – all of it is ancient war stories that have to do with the ongoing conflict that began
goes long long ago in a galaxy far, far way – when Princess Leah of Aldebaron shared the
message: gotta heal this story now!
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• We are the ones; we bring it to the forefront; we have already the keys to the kingdom - use them

in our best interests!
• the keymaster is here, along with the gate keeper – these ancient watchers that were here
before the gods were here: all in place.
• All the ancient technologies that keep the planet up and running are up to full power and
this is why the anomalies will continue unabated until such moments that we are in the right
orbit adjacent to the Pleiades;
• everything that is going on is not about extinction level events, but about righting what has
been askew for a very long time.

• As she approaches in The Nibiru, it is is affecting the planet, the weather, the land masses, the

tectonic plates: once again, they make the statement: they are not here as an invasion
fleet, they are here to take care of her children & be on their way: they are visitors from our
future which is their past.
T: asks if they are going to stay and help out with the next phase –
M/A: that is where the Black Aboriginal Moabite Goddess comes in – Michelle Obama
T: the way she said it sounds like they would be leaving.
M/A: Nobody going away . . . gotta take care of her children and then drop them off and then come
back; may take a few light years, a few hours in our earth time
T: taking them to Dracos to be tried for intergalactic war crimes –
• so what does that look like to the people who don't know about light years and so on?
M/A: it looks like is a bit of chaos because major pieces of the story have to be filled in with parts
of our story, her story, his story, about her children who came here, posed as almighty gods,
yet are no different than you and me.
• They had, at the time, 6 – 11 strands of DNA all going off at once, could do what we
call magic and they call super science –
• It is about the magic of believing in who we are: as we think it, therefore, it is – it is that
instantaneous. When we have that balance with the extra added strands of DNA, it looks
like miracles:
• Yet it is about mind over matter, in the sense that we can manipulate space/time - all that
seems to be stable is illusionary, at best – everything is vibrating at a frequency, of colour,
light, sound, at such an intensity that it is moving up an octave
• as it moves up an octave, the resonant frequency causes them to vibrate higher; as this
increases, this causes more and more disharmony in those who use darkness instead of
light; therefore, they are having a helluva time getting past what is already being called
unprecedented changes in our climate, in our earth, as well as anomolies that cannot be
explained in conventional means
• this is why we have to take it to the next quantum leap: Nassim Haramein speaks of the quantum

levels of wisdom; these gem spheres of wisdom of who and what we are, the particles of
living love, living light
• as we learn more about the interaction of the quantum physics that are touching our very
lives right now, it helps us understand that we are the co-creator gods and goddesses of
the most high who asked to be here to do the mission, the Sadna
• Now is the time – tag, we are it, as Thom Says
• Please do not give up – get out and vote, and hand out N flyers at bernie rallies and at
Trump rallies and see what happens!
T: go to Bernie websites and find the groups that connect – will be converging on DC May 23- 26
• So many issues . . .
M/A: Let's just say: now is the time that we come together to change the course of this story;
we've already done it – they are just here to help us get past this bump in the road
T: so we will be making flowers out of everything; turn everything around – all the horror stories
yet the power of transforming all of this is here, beyond our wildest dreams.
2016-05-13
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• Now is the time - the return of the Living Masters, the Guardians of the Galaxy – we are it!!! So

be it, and so it is!

Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish
R: Has been at Mt Meru T: which one? One is a twin peak in Africa across from Mt Kilimanjaro; there is one at bottom of the
ocean where the bottom half of India; one in South america
R: there were bigfoot people having a circle; there was a fire, and they were calling in their
brothers and sisters of the Eva race to come and bring in the frequencies to balance out the
planet
R: has heard them speak our language; met them in Vermont at -33 below zero; they are part of
the guardians of this planet – It is time to respect all life.
• They were in Warren, VT; had their teepee on the land of a friend of Bernie's; other people
were about ½ mile away; the bigfoot people made sure they were OK
• Just keep believing the magic because it is right in our midst now; everything being said is that we
are all One in this circle, cycle of life, no matter who and what we are – ET, transgender, ant
people – we all hold a place in this circle of life.
• Michael Ratner was one of Yoko Ono's good friends
• he worked with the people in Guantanamo; was prime lawyer for Julian Assange
• this is about the closure to 9/11
• all those characters have to face the music, and all the people on the media had to lie
through their teeth
Audio: HBO Real Time Guests: Friday May 13, 2016

The Interview:
Michael Moore is an Academy-Award winning director. His latest film, “Where To Invade Next,” is
available now on DVD, Blu-ray, Digital HD and On Demand.
Twitter: @mmflint
The Panel:
Katty Kay is the anchor of BBC World News America. She is the co-author of the 2014 book, The
Confidence Code: The Science and Art of Self-Assurance.
Twitter: @KattyKayBBC
Jack Hunter is the Politics Editor at Rare.Us. He was previously an aide to Senator Rand Paul and
co-wrote his book, The Tea Party Goes to Washington.
Twitter: @jackhunter74
Bob Graham is the former U.S. Senator from Florida and author of Intelligence Matters: The CIA,
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The FBI, Saudi Arabia, and the Failure of America’s War on Terror.
Mid-Show Interview:
Jeremy Scahill is the author of The Assassination Complex: Inside the Government’s Secret
Drone Warfare Program, and co-founder of “The Intercept.”
Twitter: @jeremyscahill
Audio:

[KR913] Keiser Report: The End Game

2016-05-12

https://youtu.be/SGb_0YHoXiM
We discuss ‘the end game’ as central banks run out of bullets just in time for the
debt apocalypse. In the second half Max interviews Professor Steve Keen
(@ProfSteveKeen) about Donald Trump’s plans to default on US debt.

Audio: the rest of Conversations with Great Minds

Pamela Haag PhD, THE GUNNING OF
AMERICA: Business and the Making of American Gun Culture

Audio: The Laura Flanders Show
Eat the Rich? Raphaële Chappe & Nick Hanauer
https://youtu.be/FPQsfernvrk
Can the wealthy save the rest of us from themselves? Venture capitalist Nick
Hanauer tells us what’s wrong with rich people, and former Goldman Sachs Vice
President Raphaele Chappe tells us about her work to even the playing field between
the 1% and the 99% with the Robin Hood Hedge Fund.
The F Word: Laura Flanders
Who Needs Panama When You Have the Home State of Joe Biden?
Audio: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

May 10, 2016

Bernie Sanders Teaches Stephen Never To Give Up
Published on 10 May 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwzVk9TPKzQ
Wherever an American believes that the odds are stacked against them and there's no
reason to try, Bernie will be there.
Reading: When God was a Woman – continuing the Introduction
Closing: Rainbird
Music: Embracing the Mysteries – Coleman Barks
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